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Three recently suggested random matrix ensembles (RME) are linked together to represent a c
RME with multifractal eigenfunction statistics. The generic form of the two-level correlation funct
for the case of weak and extremely strong multifractality is suggested. [S0031-9007(97)03707-1
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Random matrix ensembles turn out to be a natural a
convenient language to formulate generic statistical pro
erties of energy levels and transmission matrix elements
complex quantum systems. Gaussian random matrix
sembles, first introduced by Wigner and Dyson [1,2] f
describing the spectrum of complex nuclei, became ve
popular in solid state physics as one of the main the
retical tools to study mesoscopic fluctuations [3] in sma
disordered electronic systems. The success of the r
dom matrix theory (RMT) [2] in mesoscopic physics i
due to its extension to the problem of electronic transp
based on the Landauer-Büttiker formula [4] and the stat
tical theory of transmission eigenvalues [5]. Another fie
where the RMT is exploited very intensively is the prob
lem of the semiclassical approximation in quantum sy
tems whose classical counterpart is chaotic [6]. It tur
out [6] that the energy level statistics in true chaotic sy
tems is described by the RMT, in contrast to that in th
integrable systems where in most cases it is close to
Poisson statistics.

Apparently the nature of the energy level statistics
related to the structure of eigenfunctions, and more p
cisely, to the overlapping between different eigenfun
tions. This is well illustrated by spectral statistics in
system of noninteracting electrons in a random pote
tial which exhibits the Anderson metal-insulator transitio
with increasing disorder. At small disorder the electro
wave functions are extended and essentially structurele
They overlap very well with each other, resulting in en
ergy level repulsion characteristic of the Wigner-Dyso
statistics. On the other hand, in the localized phase el
trons are typically localized at different points of th
sample, and in the thermodynamic limit where the sy
tem sizeL ! ` they “do not talk to each other.” In this
case there is no correlation between eigenvalues, and
energy levels follow the Poisson statistics.

The energy level statistics in the critical region near t
Anderson transition turns out to be universal and differe
from both Wigner-Dyson statistics and the Poisson sta
tics [7,8]. A remarkable feature of the critical level statis
tics is that the level number varianceS2sNd  ksdNd2l 
xN is asymptotically linear in the mean number of leve
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N ¿ 1 in the energy window. Such a quasi-Poisson be
havior was first predicted in Ref. [9]. Later the existence
of the linear term inS2sNd was questioned [8], since for
this term to appear the normalization sum rule should b
violated. It has been shown recently [10] that the new
qualitative feature responsible for the violation of the sum
rule and the existence of the finite “level compressibility”
x is themultifractality of critical wave functions [11,12].

The notion of multifractality is twofold. The first
(and most widely accepted) property of multifractality is
related with the space structure of asinglewave function
Cnsrd. It is defined through the moments of inverse
participation ratio [11]:

Ip 
X

r
kjCnsrdj2pl ~ L2Dpsp21d, (1)

where L is the system size,d is the dimensionality of
space;p . 1 is an integer. The set of exponentsDp , d
characterize the fractal dimensionality of the cluster wher
jCnsrdj is larger than a certain value that increases wit
increasingp.

The second, far less appreciated property of multifracta
ity, is related to the overlapping ofdifferentwave functions
with energiesEn andEm. The main effect of multifractal-
ity on spectral statistics is given by the simple overlapping
of local densitiessp  2d. The corresponding fractal di-
mensionalityD2 is the most important critical exponent.
For jEn 2 Emj ¿ D (D  1yrLd, wherer  krsEdl is
the mean density of states) the form of the local densit
correlation function has been suggested and confirmed n
merically in Ref. [12]:

kjCnsrdj2jCmsrdj2l ~ jEn 2 Emj2f12sD2yddg. (2)

A remarkable feature of multifractality is that the local
density correlation function decreases very slowly with
increasingjEn 2 Emj so that two fractal wave functions,
however sparse they are, should still overlap strongly [13

One of the consequences [10] of Eq. (2) is the anoma
lous Poisson-like term in the level number varianceS2sNd
which is characterized by the level compressibilityx:

x 
d 2 D2

2d
. (3)
© 1997 The American Physical Society 1913
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It is immediately seen from Eq. (3) that the critical lev
compressibility never reaches the Poisson limitx  1.
For an infinitely sparse fractald 2 D2 ! d is maximal,
yet x is equal to 1y2 and not to 1. This is because eve
the infinitely sparse critical fractal eigenfunctions overl
strongly, in contrast to two localized states [10,13].

One may assume that the universal critical level sta
tics which is described by a set of critical exponentsDp,
applies to a wider class of physical systems and it is
fact generic for an intermediate situation between ch
and integrability. An example of such a system has b
proposed recently [14]. It turns out that the Coulom
impurity inside an integrable square billiard leads to
drastic reconstruction of eigenstates, however small is
strength of the potential. In such a “Coulomb billiard
all eigenfunctions in the momentum representation exh
multifractality.

It is therefore natural to look for a RME with multifrac
tal eigenvector and eigenvalue statistics similar to tha
the mobility edge in disordered electronic systems. S
a RMT would provide a description of generic features
the critical level statistics.

One such ensemble is suggested in Ref. [15]. It is
Gaussian ensemble ofM 3 M Hermitian matricesH with
independent random entries (i $ j) defined by

kHijl  0, ksHm
ij d2l  b21f1 1 ji 2 jj2yB2g21,

(4)

where H
m
ij are real random components (m  1 for

i  j, m  1, . . . b for i . j); b  1, 2, 4 for Dyson’s
orthogonal, unitary and symplectic ensembles, andB is
a parameter. ForB ¿ 1 this RME can be mapped ont
a nonlinear supersymmetric sigma model [15]. The c
B ø 1 corresponds to 2D Coulomb billiard considered
Ref. [14]. The presence of multifractality, Eq. (1), an
Eq. (3) has been proved [14,15] for this RME. In wh
follows we will use this RME (RME-I) as a referenc
point.

There are two more RMEs [16,17] which were su
gested recently as possible candidates to describe the
cal level statistics. However, their definitions are
drastically different that they were considered as t
alternativeoptions, albeit the two-level correlation func
tions (TLCF) Rs´, sd  krs´drs´ 1 sdlc in the proper
regimes areidentical for both RMEs. It was first noted in
Ref. [18] that since the energy level statistics is a “fing
print” of the statistics of eigenfunctions, the latter in th
corresponding regimes of these two models should als
similar.

The first quantitative link between the predictions
RME equivalent to that studied in Ref. [16] (RME-II
and numerics on the 3D Anderson model at the mobi
edge has been done in Ref. [19]. Surprisingly enou
it was possible to fit very well the numerics for th
critical level spacing distributionPssd in the 3D Anderson
model by a proper choice of only one parameter in RM
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II. Moreover, the level compressibilityx in the RME-II
for this particular choice of parameter turned out to b
very close to that found numerically for the 3D Anderso
model.

In this Letter we argue that RME-II and a certain criti
cal regime in RME-III studied in Ref. [17] are equivalen
to RME-I and thus possess the multifractality. Altogeth
they form a new class of RME which describes certa
remarkable features of critical level statistics.

We start with the definitions of RMEs studied in
Refs. [16,17]. The probability densityPsHd for a M 3

M random HamiltonianH from RME-II is given by

PIIsHd ~ expf2b Tr V sHdg , (5)

where the “confinement potential”V sHd grows extremely
slowly with H:

V sHd 
1
g

ln2 H, H ¿ 1 . (6)

This is crucial for the universality of the eigenvalue stati
tics in the limit M ! ` [20]. For V sHd growing slower
than H the full universality is no longer present [21,22]
and the eigenvalue statistics may, and does differ from
Wigner-Dyson statistics [16]. Another important featur
of Eq. (5) is that the distribution functionPIIsHd is in-
variant under the rotation of basis (unitary invariance):

PIIsHd  PIIsUHUyd . (7)

In contrast to Eq. (5), the distribution function for RME
studied in Ref. [17] is Gaussian. However, the unita
invariance is broken by a fixed unitary matrixV:

PIIIsHd ~ e2sby2d Tr H2

e2sby2d b TrhfV,HgfV,Hgyj. (8)

The properties of this RME depend on the choice ofV.
For the reasons discussed below we consider as RME
the RME defined by Eq. (8) withV  diagseiuj d, where
uj  2pjyM. The relevant critical regime for this RME
corresponds to the symmetry breaking fieldb that scales
with M ! ` asb  h2M2, whereh is a parameter.

Now it is clear why the RMEs given by Eqs. (5) an
(8) seem so drastically different. The lack of unitar
invariance ofPIIIsHd means a preferential basis. Th
existence of such a basis implies a certain structu
of eigenfunctions (in this basis) which should lead t
spectral statistics different from the Wigner-Dyson on
However, it seems there is no way to get any structu
of eigenfunctions in theunitary-invariant RME-II. It
follows immediately from Eq. (7) that the distribution
function PIIsHd depends only onEn, and the statistics
of eigenfunctions in RME-II is trivial and the same a
for standard Gaussian ensembles [2]. Then the phys
picture that the spectral statistics is related to the statist
of overlapping eigenfunctions seems to leave only o
single option: the Wigner-Dyson energy level statistics
RME-II.
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Nonetheless, TLCFRs´, sd  dssd 1 Y2s´, sd proves
to be identical in these RMEs and after unfolding [23]
it takes the form [16,17]:

Y2s´, sd ø 2
p2h2

4
sin2fpsg

sinh2fsp2hy2g
sb  2d , (9)

where h  gyp2 ø 1 or h  h ø 1 for RME-II and
RME-III, respectively, and́ ¿ jsj. Equation (9) coin-
cides with the density correlation function for a free ele
tron gas at afinite temperatureh´F and differs from the
RMT result.

The way out from this contradiction is suggested
Ref. [18] where it was conjectured that the unitary invar
ance is broken in RME-IIspontaneously. This means that
the statistics of eigenfunctions in this ensemble should
calculatedafter an infinitesimal symmetry-breaking term
similar to that in Eq. (8) is added. Then the identical TLC
in RME-II and RME-III should be considered as evidenc
that the proper procedure should result in similar eige
function statistics in RME-II and RME-III.

The progress [17] in studying the level statistics i
RME-III that lead to Eq. (9) is due to averaging ove
the unitary groupV. The level statistics depend on
the configuration of eigenvalueseiuj of V. The main
contribution to the average is made byV with the most
homogeneous configurations ofui , the property known as
an eigenvalue repulsion [2,17]. Therefore, one may exp
that the spectral statistics obtainedafter such an averaging
is close to that corresponding to asingleunitary matrixV

with eigenvaluesVj  expfs2piyMdjg (RME-III). As a
matter of fact forh ø 1 it turns out to be thesame.

In order to show that we note that in the limitM ! `

Eq. (8) leads to

ksHm
ij d2l 

1
b

1

1 1
4p2b
M2 ji 2 jj2

. (10)

If byM2 ! 0, then we have a standard Gaussian e
semble [1,2] and the Wigner-Dyson statistics. In th
opposite casebyM2 ! `, we have an ensemble of
random diagonal matrices and the Poisson statistics.
the critical case considered here forb  h2M2, the
behavior of ksHm

ij d2l is the same as in Eq. (4) defining
RME-I. We conclude that theM ! ` limits of RME-I
and RME-III coincide. Then TLCF for RME-III and
RME-I must be identical.

Fortunately, the latter can be calculated directly. TLC
can be expressed [24] in terms of the spectral determin
Pssd as follows:

Y2ssd  2
1

2p2s2 2
1

4p2

d2

ds2 ln Pssd 1
coss2psd

2p2s2 Pssd ,

(11)
where

Pssd 
Y
nfi0

√
1 1

s2

e2
n

!21

, (12)

anden is a spectrum of the quasidiffusion modes. The la
ter can be found from the mapping [15] onto the nonline
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s model (B ¿ 1) as follows:en  4Bjnj, where for the
periodic boundary conditionsn  61, 62, . . . . Making
use of the identityx21 sinhx 

Q`
n1s1 1 x2yp2n2d we

immediately arrive at Eq. (9) withh  1ys2pBd. Using
the results of Ref. [15] one can express the multifractali
exponentD2 in terms ofB ¿ 1. For b  2 it appears
to beD2  1 2 1ys2pBd which helps to identify the pa-
rameterh in Eq. (9) ash  1 2 D2. Thus all three en-
sembles share the same TLCF, Eq. (9) which is generic
RME with weak multifractalityh ø 1.

The level compressibilityx in Eq. (3) is obtained by
the integral of the TLCF [8,10]:

x  1 1
Z 1`

2`

Y2s´, sd ds. (13)

Using Eq. (9) one can calculate the level compressibili
x  hy2 1 f1 2 coths2yhdg in the limit of weak mul-
tifractality h ø 1. Neglecting the exponentially small
terms, we observe that Eq. (3) (withd  1) is fulfilled.

Note that both the linear level number varianceS2sNd
with x fi 1 and TLCF of the form Eq. (9) arenot the
trivial consequences of the basis preference. A goo
counterexample is a Gaussian RME with the variance
the fluctuating diagonal components different from tha
of the off-diagonal ones. Their ratiom  M2yl2 sets
the new energy scalel ¿ 1 in the problem, such that
for s ¿ l spectral correlations deviate from the Wigner
Dyson form. However, the recent analytical result
[25,26] show that this deviation is qualitatively differen
from that described by Eq. (9) fors ¿ 1yh. Albeit the
oscillations inY2ssd die out fors ¿ l, there is still left a
constant tailY2ssd  1yp2l2 that extends up tos  l2.
Therefore the level number varianceS2sNd  sNypld2

for N ø l2 andS2sNd  N for N ¿ l2.
With increasingg and h or decreasingB the fractal

dimensionality D2 decreases and Eq. (9) is no longe
valid. It is reasonable to assume that in the limith, g !

` or B ! 0 the fractal eigenvector becomes infinitely
sparse,Dp ! 0. For RME-I this is, indeed, the case
[14]. In this limit Eq. (3) predictsx  1y2. Let us check
this prediction using an exact form of TLCF given in
Ref. [16].

First of all we note that even after unfolding, the TLCF
Rs´, sd in RME-II is not invariant under a shift iń .
In the limit g ! ` the TLCF has the same form in the
orthogonal, unitary, and symplectic ensembles [19,22]:

Y2s´, sd  2us1y4 2 js 2 djd , (14)

where21 , 4d , 1 is a deviation of4´ ¿ 1 from the
nearest odd integer, andusxd is a step function.

The lack of translational invariance is a peculiarity o
the particular RME-II. Only the TLCFsmoothenedby
averaging overd can be physically meaningful. So we
arrive at the TLCF of the triangle form:

Y2ssd 

Ω
2jsj 2 1, jsj , 1y2,

0 otherwise . sb  1, 2, 4d (15)
1915
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It is remarkable that after the substitution into Eq. (13
of either Eqs. (14) or (15) we get the predicted valu
x  1y2. One may thus expect [27] that the triangle form
of the TLCF is generic for all critical states in the limit of
an infinitely sparse fractalD2 ! 0 [28].

Let us discuss the applicability of Eqs. (9) and (15
to the description of spectral statistics at the Anderso
transition. The point is that for RMEs considered here a
states are critical. For disordered electron systems th
is a mobility edgeEp, and the states are nearly critica
only in its vicinity wherejsEd ~ jsE 2 EpdyEpj2n . L.
Therefore the RMEs considered here correspond forma
to jsEd  ` and thus n  `. Indeed, it has been
shown [8] that for finiten the critical TLCF should have
a power-law tailRssd  2cdjsj2f11s1ynddg, where cd ,
1ysp2ndd. It vanishes in the limitn ! ` in agreement
with the exponential decay of TCLF given by Eq. (9)
However, even for the realistic casen , 1 the power-law
tail is small due to the additional factorp2d.

In conclusion, we link together three different random
matrix ensembles suggested recently. Since in one of th
the eigenfunction statistics is known to be multifractal, w
argue that all three RME belong to the same universal
class with the multifractal eigenfunction statistics. B
combining known solutions for all three ensembles w
suggest the form of the two-level correlation function i
the region of weak and extremely strong multifractality.
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